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On the automotive side, the Prelude joined the lineup. Those bikes remain mechanically
unchanged, but have been aesthetically updated with new graphics and plastic. For many years,
this bike was the standard small-bore off-road four stroke. In , the bike entire was updated. The
updated engine put out a useable 19 horsepower at rpm. Though the bike was new, it kept the
antiquated air-cooling and conventional suspension fork. The XRR was the king of entry level
off road four strokes. It was simple, indestructible, and reliable. This bike was discontinued in ,
replaced by the more modern CRFX. Introduced in , the XRR was wildly popular. It was
reasonably light pounds and made a pleasant 32 horsepower at rpm. The XRR was king of the
Baja races. It was introduced in , and was updated again in The XR only made 38 horsepower at
its peak, but its torque was impressive. In , Honda replaced this desert warrior with the XRR. An
all-new cc, liquid cooled, SOHC engine was mated to an aluminum box frame. The large XR did
carry substantial girth, however, at pounds dry. The XRR is an incredible desert racer. It has
won every professional desert race its entered. It remains one of the few stock dirt bikes that
can touch mph. I love this thing. I believed that if it could do both it was no good at either. I was
wrong. This bike gets up on the highway 70 miles per hour easy and I was surprised at how
smooth it is. The tires work well in the dirt. How many motorcycles can handle this kind of
variety? Not many. It has lots of power and plenty of upgrades available to have fun with. This
bike is worth every penny. California version differs slightly due to emissions equipment. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. Motorcycles Reviews Honda Dirt bikes. Anthony
Kodack. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Honda XR. Competing Vehicles.
Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Picture credits - Honda. Submit
more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this
motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes.
Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective
owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies.
About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and
Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Dual-sport, dual-purpose â€” no matter what you call it,
the XRL puts the fun in functional. Sure, the headlight and turn signals make this bike
street-legal, but at the heart of this machine lies Baja winning tech that just begs to be taken
off-road too. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front
suspension :. Rear suspension :. Pro-Link Showa single-shock with spring-preload, position
compression- and position rebound-damping adjustability. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. Dirt-bike parts and gear available from Mega Motor Madness. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike.
View comments, questions and answers at the Honda XR L discussion group. You can sign up
for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with the
MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the bike's
engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other bikes.
Rating sample for this Honda bike. Reliability for the Honda XR L: You can also compare bikes.
Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Dry sump. Oil Capacity.
Induction 40 mm diaphragm- type CV carburetor. Max Power Max Torque Final Drive. Gear
Ratio. Heavy duty multi-plate clutch. Front Suspension 43 mm Showa forks, way adjustable
preload. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension Pro-link Kayaba fully adjustable. Rear Wheel
Travel. Front Brakes Single mm disc 2 piston caliper. Rear Brakes Single mm disc 1 piston
caliper. Ground Clearance. Seat Height. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity I love this thing. I believed
that if it could do both it was no good at either. I was wrong. This bike gets up on the highway
70 miles per hour easy and I was surprised at how smooth it is. The tires work well in the dirt.
How many motorcycles can handle this kind of variety? Not many. It has lots of power and
plenty of upgrades available to have fun with. This bike is worth every penny. Bulletproof cc
SOHC four-stroke engine produces power and torque ideally suited for both on- and off-road
riding. Reliable electric starter system allows easy push-button starting. Gear-driven
counterbalancer minimizes bothersome and tiring vibration. Maintenance-free automatic cam
chain tensioner and solid-state CD ignition with electronic advance keep you out of the shop
and on the road. Dry-sump engine maximizes power by minimizing crankshaft windage and
engine temperature. Durable five-speed transmission offers a gear for every on- or off-road
situation. Heavy-duty, multi-plate clutch. Heavy-duty, low-maintenance O-ring-sealed drive
chain. Semi-double-cradle steel frame is lightweight, strong and offers precise handling
manners. Pro-Link Rear Suspension see Technology Section Lightweight, strong and durable
aluminum box-section swingarm with quick-detach rear wheel. Front and rear disc brakes offer

superb stopping power. Lightweight yet super-strong wheels. Frame-mounted passenger
footrests allow two-up riding capability. Aggressive, dual-purpose front and rear tires offer
excellent performance both on and off road. Lightweight rims and hubs feature straight-pull
spokes. Additional Features Honda Racing-inspired colors and graphics. Motocross-style seat
is comfortable and allows maximum rider movement. Large, durable fenders keep debris off the
rider. Lightweight tubular engine guard. Wide-section folding, cleated footpegs are comfortable
and self-cleaning. High-output volt electrical system. Flex-mounted turn signals resist breakage.
Easy-to-use choke allows for simple cold-weather starts. Push-to-cancel turn-signal switch.
High-quality controls include comfortable grips and brush guards. Convenient helmet lock and
rear-fender-mounted tool kit are standard equipment. Transferable one-year limited warranty;
extended coverage available with a Honda Protection Plan. Anybody who desires a good dirt
bike can make a choice from a big selection, and a street rider has an even greater variety. Why
get one of these machines, these compromises intended for the dual purpose of riding both
hard and soft surfaces? Dual-sporting is a different approach to riding, involving mostly
pavement, but a goodly number of hours on dirt roads and trails. Anybody who lives near a
national forest or any place that offers miles of dirt roads should become a dual-sport
enthusiast. There are probably a million miles of dirt roads in this countryâ€”most of which
require a license plate to ride. They are quite similar, especially in the engines: The three
cylinders all have a mm bore, while the Honda and Suzuki have an 82mm stroke, the Kawasaki,
83mm. All have single overhead camshafts and four valves per head, and good
counterbalancing systems to ward off the vibes. Advertisement The most important similarity is
that all three machines have the pound buttonâ€”also known as an electric starter. This made
all the difference, as the bikes became very user-friendly and could be used as weekend
exploring devices or fuel-conscious commuters. They sold in profitable numbers, and since
they were involved in neither competitive action nor the chrome and radio wars, they have been
pretty much left alone. Tooling costs have long since been amortized, and sales continue at a
respectable rate. How to choose among these three? As one wag put it, the most obvious
difference may be that the Suzuki has rectangular rearview mirrors, while the other two have
round ones. None of these bikes would be my choice for a cross-country trip on Interstate 80,
but to ride a hundred or more miles on a freeway, at 75 mph, is entirely doable. According to the
stone simple but precise Rider scale, the wet weights of the Honda and Suzuki are and
respectively, while the KLR rides in at pounds. Its additional avordupois can be attributed to its
liquid-cooling, requiring a pump and radiator as well as a skid plate to keep from harm the pump
that is mounted low at the right front of the crankcase. The Honda is air-cooled, with a dry sump
and oil-in-frame, and our California model came with small engine guards to protect the
crankcase as well as a great quantity of vulnerable emission-regulating hoses and stuff on the
left side of the cylinder. I mention all this because most d-p machines will find themselves
laying on their sides at some point or other in their lives, a result of minor spills on sandy roads
or rocky trails. Nobody wants a simple stupidity to ruin the entire day. Pick it up and keep on
going. Owners of dual-sports are generally rather benign riders, sensible enough not to push
the traction issue, content to take to the dirt surfaces with caution. Rider Report. Every wheel
has a single-disc brake, and braking power on the rear wheels comes from single-piston
calipers, while on the front both Honda and Suzuki have twin-piston calipers but the KLR
suffers along with its single piston. All three engines sit in cradle frames, with leading-axle front
forks and single-shock rear suspensions. It is still a major lift to get a leg over any one of these.
Suspension adjustability varies. The DR has a non-adjustable 43mm fork, with spring preload
and compression damping adjustments on the shock, and over 10 inches of travel; if one opts
for a lower seat height on the DR, suspension travel drops to 8. On the frosting side all three
come with suitably minimalist toolkits and helmet locks. The KLR also has a useful luggage
rack. Its footpeg placement made it easy to stand up when charging into some rough stuff,
though at 6 feet, 3 inches, I find myself a bit too tall to look graceful doing this on-the-pegs
routine. The DR suffers from its soft suspension, and what seems to be less low-end torque
from the engine, although it was quite content to poke along at a moderate pace. Its
street-oriented tires are not very useful in steep uphill scrabbles, and fortunately we did not
have to traverse any deep sand. In the middle was the KLR, with its strong torque, decent tires
and middling suspension travel. On the pavement the KLR was king, with its big gas tank,
comfiest seat, a tachometer 7, redline and the biggest of wind deflectors. It would probably be
the bike of choice for anybody heading from Alaska to Argentina. The DR was second-best
onroad, and had the least vibration, in part due to its bar-end weights. The XR could not have
cared less about its status on the asphalt; it just wanted to get to the next dirt road. And your
choice m
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ay depend on several things. How much dirt-roading you plan on doingâ€”10, 20, 30 percent of
your miles? Or the length of your inseam. Overall the KLR seems to be the best compromise
among a trio of compromises, as it offers good power, the most range and comfort and some
offroad capability. And if you are wondering about the aftermarket for these d-p bikes, it is
HUGEâ€”everything from bigger gas tanks to pannier bags to suspension mods to whatever
you can think ofâ€¦let your computer do the walking. In the interest of full disclosure, it should
be noted that I own an essentially stock DR, the only change being a bigger 4. Source
Ridermagazine. Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda XR L. Make Model. Four stroke, single
cylinder SOHC, 4 valve. Solid-state CDI. Max Power. Max Torque. Front Suspension. Rear
Suspension. Pro-link Kayaba fully adjustable. Front Brakes. Single mm disc 2 piston caliper.
Rear Brakes. Single mm disc 1 piston caliper. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

